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Abstract
In this study a hybrid simulation environment to investigate the lower-hybrid-
wave-driven tokamak plasmas is presented, and its application to the spher-
ical tokamak TST-2 is described. These plasma are formed and driven by
radio-frequency waves without the use of the central solenoid, and are char-
acterized by low density and low magnetic field. A hybrid simulation envi-
ronment which is divided into two groups, one using magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHD) as well as particle-in-cell (PIC) approaches, and the second group
using ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck solvers, is applied to describe the be-
haviour of energetic electrons, bulk plasma, wave propagation, and the wave-
particle interaction. Both groups of solvers can be coupled via the energetic-
particle velocity distribution function and the equilibrium conditions of mag-
netic field, pressure, and density profiles to obtain a self-consistent solution.
First results show the impact of a self-consistent equilibrium on ray trajec-
tories and current density profiles. Therefore, new insights in lower-hybrid-
wave-driven plasmas of TST-2 can be obtained using the proposed hybrid
simulation environment.
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1. Introduction
Spherical tokamaks (ST) possess the significant advantage of high β plasma
capability at low magnetic field. However, until today it is not feasible to
realize a compact ST reactor at low aspect ratios (A ≤ 1.5) without elimi-
nating the central solenoid [14, 11]. During the steady-state burning phase,
the plasma current could be maintained mainly by the self-driven current
possibly assisted by a neutral beam current drive. To reach a sufficiently
high plasma current level for burning plasma in an ST fusion reactor, there
is until today no established method of effective current ramp-up without
the use of the central solenoid. Note that in conventional tokamaks with
aspect ratios A > 3, the plasma current was successfully ramped up by the
lower-hybrid (LH) waves without using the central solenoid [20, 27]. Con-
ventional ratio tokamaks are favorable for LH current drive since the plasma
dielectric constant is lower because of the higher magnetic fields compared
to ST devices [12]. In TST-2, an ST device with major radius R0 =0.36
m, minor radius a=0.23 m, aspect ratio A = R0/a ≥ 1.6, toroidal mag-
netic field Bt ≤ 0.3 T, and plasma current Ip ≤ 0.14 MA [19], non-inductive
plasma current start-up using LH waves has been investigated thoroughly
[18, 28, 25, 15, 16]. A recently installed capacitively coupled combline (CCC)
antenna [16] has a coupling efficiency of nearly 100% and can be applied at
high power. Recently, plasma current ramp-up to 25 kA has been achieved
injecting 74 kW of net RF power at 200 MHz. Furthermore, recent measure-
ments showed that the bulk temperature profile is hollow, which also implies
that the toroidal current density profile might also be hollow. Furthermore,
in the TST-2 experiments, a small fraction of electrons at high energy are
thought to carry almost the entire plasma current [24].
In the past, several numerical methods with different focus on the physics
to be described have been applied to understand the TST-2 LH-driven plas-
mas. Initially, equilibrium reconstruction of such a plasma has been car-
ried out using the Grad-Shafranov approach [2, 3]. Then, a full two-fluid
equilibrium model [7, 6] was applied to describe a solenoid-free RF sus-
tained ST plasma [13]. However, a certain part of the electrons being ac-
celerated by the RF wave has higher temperatures compared to bulk elec-
trons, i.e., there are low-density high-temperature electrons and high-density
low-temperature electrons. To that end, Ishida et al. [5] developed for the
simulation of collisionless ST plasmas sustained by strong RF electron heat-
ing a 3-fluid approach including MHD ordering and neglecting the gyro-
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viscous cancellation. The plasma considered here consists of high-density
low-temperature electrons, low-density high-temperature electrons, and high-
density low-temperature ions [8]. This 3-fluid model assumed, however, that
all three components have isotropic temperatures, the ion fluid is singly ion-
ized, and that equilibrium is axisymmetric. Especially the first assumption
may not describe the plasma conditions in TST-2, since studies have shown
that the energetic electrons exhibit strongly anisotropic ”temperatures”, i.e.,
parallel forward temperatures are higher than perpendicular and parallel
backward components along with a distribution function that is significantly
different from being Maxwellian. Furthermore, the 3-fluid code uses a system
of nine profile functions depending strongly on the initial choice of the shape
of profiles made by the user.
Other numerical studies focused on the LH current drive mechanisms
rather than the effects of resulting current profile on the ST plasma equi-
librium. Previous LH current drive modeling has been largely qualitative
[18, 15], because of the lack of detailed density and temperature profile in-
formation. Furthermore, some plasma parameters were tuned artificially to
obtain converged simulations. A more sophisticated simulation including
density and temperature profiles measured by Thomson scattering diagnos-
tic [24] was presented recently [26], where a ray-tracing solver GENRAY [17]
and a bounced-averaged Fokker-Planck solver CQL3D [4] were coupled us-
ing EFIT [9] equilibrium field for peaked distributions. It was observed that
the current carrying electrons do not penetrate to the core region for a fixed
magnetic field geometry such that the force balance of the plasma was not
solved self-consistently. However, it was shown that for LH-driven, fully non-
inductive discharges in TST-2, the correlation between the plasma current
and density could be explained by using coupled GENRAY and CQL3D sim-
ulations. Still, finite orbit width, radial diffusion through collisions, and RF
quasilinear diffusion were not included in the CQL3D simulation such that
the quantitative analysis of RF plasma remains challenging [26].
The goal of this study is to introduce a hybrid simulation environment which
is capable of simulating the conditions of an LH-driven TST-2 covering MHD
fluid interacting with energetic particles, distribution function evolution via
Fokker-Planck equation by RF quasilinear diffusion and collisional relaxation,
and wave propagation and absorption via ray tracing. Therefore, it can han-
dle arbitrary distribution functions, and hence, energetic electron density,
pressure, and current density profiles self consistently. Since the contribu-
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tion of the bulk plasma to the total pressure is about two orders of magnitude
lower compared to the energetic particle contribution [24], the focus of this
study is set to the significant modifications of the magnetic field configura-
tion due to the presence of the energetic electrons.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the numerical methods are intro-
duced in detail and the simulation procedure within the simulation environ-
ment is described. Then, the computational setup using a TST-2 LH-driven
plasma configuration is given and finally, the results of the simulation en-
vironment are verified and analyzed using convergence studies and a fully
coupled simulation of a typical TST-2 LH-driven plasma.
2. Numerical Methods
In the past, on the one hand the coupled GENRAY/CQL3D simulation
has been proven useful [26, 16] to evaluate LH-wave-driven plasmas in spher-
ical Tokamaks. On the other hand, the MHD-kinetic particle code MEGA
[22, 21, 29, 23] has been successfully applied to investigate the interaction be-
tween energetic particles and the bulk plasma. For those reasons, these codes
are combined and introduced in the following paragraphs whereas the focus
is on MEGA since the main part of the computation applies this simulation.
2.1. Solvers
MEGA: To simulate the evolution of the energetic electrons interacting with
a low-temperature bulk plasma, MEGA, a hybrid simulation code for MHD
and energetic particles, is applied. In the MEGA code, the bulk plasma
is described by the non-linear MHD equations and the energetic ions are
simulated with the full-f method instead of the δf particle method [1] since
the simulation procedure detailed in section 2.2 targets a significant spatio-
temporal modification of the self-consistent equilibrium solution. The MHD
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equations with the energetic-electron effects are given by
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~ω =∇× ~v, (7)
where ni is the bulk-ion number density, mi is the ion mass, µ0 is the vac-
uum magnetic permeability, γ is the adiabatic constant, η is the resistivity,
ν and νn are artificial viscosity and diffusion coefficients are chosen to main-
tain numerical stability. All the other quantities are conventional, whereas
the subscript eq represents the equilibrium variables at the beginning of the
MEGA simulation. Regarding the electromagnetic field, the standard MHD
formulation is applied, and using jh in the MHD momentum equation the
energetic electron contribution is included in the final coupled formulation.
Note that the model accuracy does not depend on the condition that the
energetic-particle density has to be significantly lower than the bulk plasma
density, since electrons are used. However, in the present study the energetic
electron density never exceeds 10% of the bulk-ion density. Using a fourth-
order difference scheme the MHD equations are solved in space and time.
The energetic particles are described by the drift-kinetic equations [10], where
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the guiding-center velocity u of the electrons is given by
























~b = ~B/B, (13)
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where v‖ is the energetic particle velocity parallel to the magnetic field, µ
is the magnetic moment, mh is the energetic particle mass, and eh = −e
is energetic electron charge. The energetic particle current density jh in










with energetic particle distribution function f . Parallel velocity, magnetic
curvature and gradient drifts, and magnetization current are included in the
energetic particle current density. Note that the ~E× ~B drift is cancelled in jh
and the momentum equation 2 due to quasi-neutrality [22]. The cylindrical
coordinates (R, φ, z) are used, where R is the major radius coordinate, φ is
the toroidal angle coordinate, and z is the vertical coordinate. Note that the
finite Larmor radius was not regarded in the particle description since in the
present study rLarmor/a≪ 1.
For the single-sequential time-stepping scheme, which is also proposed in
















where ǫn is a numerical permittivity and eni~v is the bulk contribution. This
part can be neglected in this study since the bulk contribution to the total en-
ergy is very small, ı.e., the total current is approximated by the contributions
of the energetic electrons.
GENRAY and CQL3D: In order to obtain the distribution function f
(
p‖, µ, R, z
)
of the energetic particles before each MEGA run, the LH-driven plasma con-
figuration is simulated using GENRAY [17] which is coupled to CQL3D [4].
GENRAY provides as result the quasilinear diffusion coefficient evaluated
from the ray trajectory and wavevector which is input for CQL3D that solves
a bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck equation at zero orbit width where the
electron distribution function fcql
(
t, ψ, p‖, ξ
)
as a function of magnetic flux
function ψ, parallel momentum p‖, and pitch angle ξ is evolved in time in the
presence of RF fields. Note that the results of CQL3D are computed
using the coordinates (ψ, θ, φ), where φ is the toroidal coordinate
and ψ, θ are the poloidal coordinates. GENRAY and MEGA apply
cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z), where R, z are coordinates in the
poloidal plane.
Tsujii et al. [26] showed that the differences in the ray patterns
between GENRAY and a full-wave code such as TORLH [30] has
been rather small and for that reason the computationally less ex-
pensive (but from a mathematical point of view less correct) option
GENRAY has been chosen to be applied in the simulation envi-
ronment. In GENRAY, the toroidal and poloidal power spectrum
parameters of the antenna, i.e., the index of refraction, are chosen
as ∆nφ = 2, nφ = 6 and ∆nθ = 1.6, nθ = 0. Inside the plasma, since
the poloidal spectral width ∆nθ < 1.6 of the initial rays is much
smaller than the poloidal index of refraction nθ > 70, ray-tracing
is expected to give a reasonably accurate prediction as far as the
qualitative trends are concerned. For the SOL a plasma density
and temperature of 5 · 1016 m−3 and 50 eV is used. In future work,
due to the missing diffraction effect caused by the finite width of
the poloidal spectrum and the mathematical issues it is planned to
replace GENRAY by a full-wave solver.
2.2. A hybrid simulation environment:
The major components of the simulation environment are GENRAY,
CQL3D, and MEGA. At simulation environment level, the global iteration
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step K = [0, Kmax] is applied, where Kmax is reached at converged conditions
which are further elaborated in section 4.2 . At MEGA level, the time stepsN
and n are used and for numerical efficiency a multi-sequential time-stepping
(MSTS) scheme was applied within MEGA. The numerical procedure, pre-
sented in figure 1, can be summarized as follows:
Step 0: The goal of this initial step is to pass an arbitrary magnetic field
configuration satisfying
∇× ~BEFIT = µ0~jEFIT , (18)
~jEFIT × ~BEFIT = ∇p, (19)
where subscript EFIT denotes to the reconstructed equilibrium values, from
EFIT to GENRAY and subsequently to CQL3D at K = 0. This results in
~jCQL3D = ~j
n = ~jN and ~BEFIT = ~B
n = ~BN at n = 0 and N = 0 which
is the initialization sub-time step and principal time step, respectively. Us-
ing superscripts N, n is related to MEGA and the corresponding subscript
is omitted. The integrated current satisfying results of TST-2 measurement
is used as a starting solution. Using a frozen target energetic particle distri-
bution with subscript t and hence a steady current density profile ~jt,h that
replaces ~jEFIT with
~jn,Nt,h =
~jn,Nh at n = 0, N = 0, (20)
where ~j0,0h is computed via equation 16 using an initial, arbitrarily chosen
distribution function f . In the current context the term frozen refers to
where the distribution function of the fast electrons and hence the cur-
rent density computed by equation 16 is set to d~jh/dt = 0. In this work





has to be transformed to fMEGA
(
p‖, µ, R, z
)
by map-
ping ψCQL3D to ψMEGA (R, z) and
ξ = ξ/|ξ|
√
1− B (ψMEGA (R, z) , θ) /Bmin (ψCQL3D) (1− ξ20),
where Bmin (ψCQL3D) = Bmin (ψMEGA (R, z) , θ0) with poloidal angle θ0 = 0.
The pitch angle ξ is then used to compute µ = Ekin (1− ξ




2/mh. In the following, steps A to D are computational pro-
cedures which are part of MEGA only.
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Step A: In this first computational step within MEGA, the goal is to develop
the magnetic field according to the Eulerian formulation of Faraday’s law and
Ampère’s magnetostatic law for fixed current density profile at initial MEGA






~Bn+1,N = −∇× ~En∗∆t∗ + B
n,N . (22)
Since the target current density ~j0,0t,h can be chosen arbitrarily, the mag-
netic field results from




where ~Rres is a residual vector and ∂~j
0,0
t,h/∂t∗ = 0. When nmax is reached,
the magnetic field is set to ~BN = ~Bnmax,N . Since there might be no solu-
tion of the magnetostatic Ampère’s law in step A, a finite residual term on
the right hand side is inevitable. The values for the artificial resistivity η∗
and maximum sub-iteration step nmax are chosen for rapid convergence, i.e.,
∂ ~Rres/∂t∗ = 0 and therewith to significantly save computational time. In
this work η∗ = 100η, ∆t∗ = 100/ωc,e, where ωc,e denotes the electron gyro
frequency, and nmax = 10000 were applied. Note that quantities with the
subscript ∗ are associated to sub-iterative step n at which the energetic par-
ticle position is always kept constant.
Step B: The following computational step aims at the evolution of the ener-
getic particles using the solution of step A, i.e., ~Bnmax,N , ~EN = 0 at N = 1,
without taking into account the bulk plasma, (see step B in figure 1). This
is a valid assumption since the bulk contribution to the total pressure is only
about 1% and the total current density ~j ≈ ~jh. The magnetic field is treated
using equations 6 and 4 which is changing only negligibly since the bulk
plasma is not regarded in this step and the resistivity is assumed to be very
low (see section 3). Step B is executed until N = NBC , or t = tBC = NBC∆t
with ∆t = 0.5/ωc,e
Step C: This step, which is similar to step A, is executed and re-iterated
with step B when mod (N,NBC,step) = 0, with NBC,step = 20000 or tBC,step =
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10000/ωc,e. The goal of step C is that for a frozen current profile, the mag-






~Bn+1,N = −∇× ~En∗∆t∗ + B
n,N . (25)
The time step ∆t∗ and numerical η∗ are the same as in step A, which are cho-
sen to ensure numerical stability. In this study a converging solution in step
C is obtained after about nmax,C = 10000 steps. Step B for 0 ≤ N ≤ NBC
and step C at mod (N,NBC,step) for 0 < n ≤ nmax,C are hence executed in a
multi-sequential manner until the current density distribution is converged,
i.e., ∂~j/∂t = 0, at N = NBC ≈ 3 · 10
5.
Step D: Finally, the goal of step D is to solve the full set of MHD equations
coupled with the drift-kinetic equations shown in equations 1 to 7 and 8 to
15 until Nmax is reached that corresponds to the converged state of the time
averaged solution of MEGA.
The updated magnetic field configuration ~BNmax computed by MEGA
along with densities and temperature at global simulation step K is fed back
to GENRAY and CQL3D and the distribution function of the energetic elec-
trons for simulation step K + 1 is computed and forwarded to MEGA again
(see figure 1). Note that for the simulation environment at this development
stage the exchange data between MEGA and GENRAY/CQL3D is the up-
dated equilibrium data and between GENRAY/CQL3D and MEGA only the
distribution function of the fast particles computed from CQL3D serves as
exchange variable.
For comparison purpose an additional numerical scheme was derived where
the particle evolution, magnetic and electric field are coupled via equations 6
and 17 in a single time-stepping using Ampère-Maxwell law to describe the
temporal evolution of the electric field, referred to as single-time-stepping-
Ampère (STSA) approach. That is, equation 4 is neglected since the instan-
taneous values of the electric field using equation 17 are higher by several
orders of magnitude. In case of the STSA approach steps B and C, which
are functioning similar to an implicit time-stepping scheme, are not reiter-
ated, but the simulation evolves in time at a small time step to guarantee
numerical stability, i.e., rather like an explicit time-stepping scheme.
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Figure 1: Procedure of the simulation environment. Left hand side shows initial solution
as well as the GENRAY/CQL3D part. Right hand side shows the MEGA part including
the MSTS.
When using the simulation environment including GENRAY, CQL3D,
and MEGA the global simulation time step Kmax corresponds to the con-
verged state of the simulation environment and finally a self-consistent equi-
librium is obtained.
3. Computational Setup
The simulation domain is defined as R0 − a ≤ R ≤ R0 + a, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π,
and −zlim ≤ z ≤ +zlim, where R0 is the major radius with, a = 0.23 m,
R0 = 0.37 m and the resulting aspect ratio R0/a = 1.6, and zlim = 0.4m.
Note that the computational domain is chosen such that the boundaries
represent the approximate locations of the limiters in TST-2. The number of
energetic particles, i.e., energetic electrons, is set to 4.2·106. The viscosity and
diffusivity in the simulation are set to be ν = νn = 10
−6vAR0 ≈ 1 m
2/s and
the resistivity η = 10−7µ0vAR0 ≈ 1 ·10
−6Ω·m, where vA is the Alfvén velocity
at magnetic axis. For grid study purposes the number of grid points of the
simulations are set to (24, 16, 24), (32, 16, 32), (64, 16, 64), and (128, 16, 128)
for the cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z), denoted as very coarse, coarse, fine,
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and very fine, respectively. The bulk plasma for the MEGA simulation is
initialized using a simple fit of the experimentally measured density profile
as well as constant bulk pressure as initial conditions.
The most appropriate way to simulate the particle evolution fully self-
consistently in a spatio-temporally developing electro-magnetic field would
be to using Ampère-Maxwell law to describe the electric field evolution which
was mentioned in section 2.2. However, for reasons of numerical stability,
a very small time step in the range of ∆t ≈ 10−3/ωc,e has to be chosen for
MEGA. This is about three magnitudes smaller than the time step associated
with the MSTS scheme. Note that since in the present study the skin-depth
length might be much smaller than the length scale lE representing ∂ ~E/∂~χ
with χ = (R, φ, z), i.e., c/ωp ≪ lE where ωp denotes the plasma frequency,
Ampère-Maxwell law does not have to be applied to describe the temporal
electric field evolution.
In this study the LH-driven plasmas in the TST-2 are investigated. These
plasma configurations are usually characterized by very low poloidal beta β ≤
10−4, low collisionality νee,ei ≈ 100 kHz, low bulk temperature Te,i ≤ 100 eV,
and low density n ≤ 1018 m−3. In the following, the simulation parame-
ters are based on the TST-2 experiment shot nr. 125722 at 56 ms, with
B0 = 0.15 T, electron bulk density at plasma center of ne0 ≈ 7 · 10
17 m−3 ,
ion temperature at the magnetic axis Te0 = 10 eV, bulk plasma beta value at
the magnetic axis β0 ≈ 5·10
−4, and the power of the outboard launch antenna
of 74 kW. The low resistivity used in the numerical configuration is justified
within the intended period of simulation time which is just about ≈ 1 ·10−5 s
to mimic the low collisionality of the plasma, i.e., 1/ΛD ≈ 1 ·10
−5 ≪ 1, where
ΛD denotes the Debeye sphere. The simulation parameters for GENRAY and
CQL3D, i.e, bulk temperatures and densities, SOL parameters, antenna and
geometrical configurations, are the same as those presented in [26]. Note
that the driven current using GENRAY and CQL3D is about one order of
order of magnitude larger than the experimentally measured value [26]. In
MEGA, energetic particle density will be scaled such that the experimentally
measured plasma current is obtained to avoid initially significant gradients
in the magnetic field configuration to ensure numerical stability.
4. Results
The purpose of the section is twofold. First, the MEGA code alone is
used in a time-stepping and grid convergence study to find the optimum
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parameters for the following simulation coupled with GENRAY and CQL3D.
Then, a TST-2 LH-driven plasma configuration is investigated using the
simulation environment presented in section 2.2.
4.1. Time-step and grid convergence of MEGA
The focus of this section is on the temporal and spatial convergence of
the MEGA code using a generic peaked magnetic field configuration as in-
put solution at K = 0 for GENRAY and CQL3D without re-iteration of
the global step, i.e., Kmax = 0, but otherwise using the parameters given
in section 3. Since MEGA is the main contributor to the overall computa-
tional time in the simulation environment, the following grid and time-step
studies are executed for MEGA only. As mentioned in the previous sec-
tion the MSTS scheme is used to provide an efficient simulation within the
simulation environment, i.e., the interplay between step B and step C (see
figure 1). To ensure the optimum speed of MEGA along with a converged
equilibrium solution the grid study and MSTS time-step study are analyzed.
First, the parameters of the MSTS approach, i.e., ∆t̃ = NBC,step∆t with
∆t = 0.5/ωc,e and NBC,step = 20000 which relates to tBC,step = 10000/ωc,e,
are assessed. That is, the outcome is compared to the results obtained by the
STSA approach which is supposed to solve the electromagnetic field fully self-
consistently with ∆t≪ 1/ωc,e and which is outlined in the previous section.
To assess the convergence the temporal evolution of the main contributors to
the radial force per unit volume are analyzed. These contributors are iden-
tified to be the Lorentz force components jφBz and jzBφ and the pressure
force ∂p/∂r, i.e.,
F ∗R = −
∂p
∂R
+ jφBz + jzBφ +Rres,F,R. (26)
In figure 2 the force components over major radius are presented. It is ob-
served that with increasing ∆t̃ the shape of the radial force components con-
verge to the STSA case, whereas for smaller ∆t̃ the solution diverges from the
STSA case. From experimental investigation, a hollow current density profile
is expected which agrees with the numerical investigations if ∆t̃ > 5000 for
this LH-driven plasma configuration. Using the MSTS approach the particle
relaxation time is very important, i.e., obtaining ∂ ~jh/∂t ≈ 0 before iterating
again between step B and step C (see figure 1) to adjust the magnetic field.
A small particle relaxation time would require the contribution of equation 17
which is not applied in the MSTS approach.
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In the following the grid convergence study is analyzed. In figure 3 the
radial force components over major radius R and the integrated value of F ∗R
over non-dimensionalized time t̃ = tωc,e is presented. The coarse and very
coarse grid configurations clearly show the same trend but differ in absolute
values, whereas fine and very fine grid show results which are quantitatively
very similar. The integrated radial force value converges to zero, i.e., the
residual term in equation 26 goes to zero. However, the converged solution
of the coarser grid configurations have a finite value which indicates that
the Rres,F,R term, which includes e.g. the centrifugal force, contribute more
significantly to the radial force balance.
Due to the verification results, all following simulations use a resolution of
64x16x64 grid points in the R, φ, and z direction and the number of particles
was set to 4 · 106.
Regarding computational time, a single run on the simulation environ-
ment needs 24 hours on 128 cores for a 64x16x64 and 4 ·106 particles, and on
512 cores 128x16x128 and 16 · 106 particles, respectively, whereas GENRAY
and CQL3D simulation consume about 2 hours on a single core. Using the
STSA approach, the simulation time increases by one order of magnitude at
least.
4.2. Full TST-2 LH-driven plasma configuration
Next, the simulation environment is applied to a typical TST-2 LH-driven
plasma to evaluate the global convergence of the solution environment and
the plausibility of the results.
Initial conditions at global step K = 0 First, the GENRAY and CQL3D so-
lutions at K = 0 are assessed using experimental data as initial conditions.
In figure 4 the results of GENRAY and CQL3D are shown using initial con-
ditions computed by EFIT and the experimental data from [24], i.e., at sim-
ulation step K = 0. The electron distribution function was evolved for about
40 ms with CQL3D by using the LH rays simulated by GENRAY where the
rays penetrate reasonably well for the provided initial conditions. That is, in
case of both GENRAY and CQL3D, 30 iteration steps have been simulated
to reach steady state converged values of the plasma current. However, note
that only less than one third of the input power is actually absorbed within
the last closed flux surface by electron Landau damping whereas the rest is
14






























































Figure 2: MEGA time-step convergence study for radial force components over major
radius in (a), (b), and (c). Temporal convergence for different temporal resolutions in (d).
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Figure 3: MEGA grid convergence study for radial force components over major radius in
(a), (b), and (c). Temporal convergence for different grid resolutions in (d).
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Figure 4: Initial results at K = 0: Ray trajectories computed with GENRAY, the nor-
malized power in each channel is colored (a). Bulk density and temperature profiles (b)
and toroidal and poloidal current density profiles (c) computed by CQL3D coupled with
GENRAY.
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absorbed in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Note that similar to previous studies
[26] the background density and temperature profiles, input RF power, and
magnetic field configuration are kept fixed.
This converged CQL3D solution constitutes the starting solution for MEGA.
Note that the plasma current computed from CQL3D is about 150 kA (see
figure 8c at K = 0), and hence about one order of magnitude larger than
that obtained by the measurements. In MEGA the density of the ener-
getic electrons is scaled such that the initial plasma current is 25 kA and
a corresponding poloidal magnetic field strength is applied. The distribu-
tion function used in MEGA as initial condition at K = 0 is presented at
three radial locations in figure 5. It is shown, that for the MEGA simula-
tion nearly the entire range of the relevant part of the CQL3D distribution
function of the energetic electrons is covered. However, particle velocities of
v‖,max ≥ 1.35 ·10
8 m/s have been omitted since MEGA is not adapted to rel-




≤ 0.2. Note that the distribution
function values for the perpendicular and backward parallel part are two to
three orders of magnitude lower than the forward parallel part. Furthermore,
at ρpol = r/a ≈ 0.4 the highest distribution function values are obtained in
the energetic electron velocity distribution.
Evolution and convergence of the solution for 0 ≤ K ≤ Kmax The hybrid
simulation environment was then iterated until a convergence of both parts
of the solver, i.e., MEGA on the one hand, and GENRAY/CQL3D on the
other hand is obtained.
Figure 6 shows the toroidal current evolution computed by MEGA from
K = 0 to K = 7. The hollow structure of the current distribution is con-
served for the entire simulation. However, at K = 0, the current maxima are
located closer to the magnetic axis and with progressing simulation steps the
region of current maxima is pushed further towards the plasma boundary.
Furthermore, due to the hollow current density profile, the flux surfaces be-
come elongated in the vertical direction z to satisfy magnetostatic Ampère’s
law. Note that, since for K = 0 a magnetic field configuration for a peaked
current density profile was assumed by EFIT, the actual current density pro-
file in MEGA using the distribution function of CQL3D has a rather circular
shape. At e.g. K = 6, which is in this study actually K = Kmax − 1,
























































































































Figure 5: Distribution function as a function of parallel and perpendicular velocity at three
radial locations, (a)-(c), and as function of parallel velocity and radial position at pitch
angle ξ = 0, (d). Distribution function values are also contoured and labeled. The green










































































Figure 6: Global evolution of the toroidal current density shown in the poloidal plane
computed by MEGA for global simulation step 0 ≤ K ≤ Kmax. Magnetic flux surfaces
are plotted in full yellow lines.
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Figure 7: Global evolution of ray trajectories computed by GENRAY for global simulation
steps K = 2 (a), K = 5 (b), and K = 7 (c).
magnetic flux surfaces in vertical direction and its principal shape does not
change anymore significantly for Kmax − 3 < K ≤ Kmax. Similar to the ex-
periments [24] a radial shift of the magnetic axis from Rmag,K=0 ≈ 0.395 m to
Rmag,K=Kmax ≈ 0.34 m is observed. Note that a careful evolution of the mag-
netic flux configuration is necessary within each simulation step K to ensure
a global convergence of the simulation environment. That is, the coefficients
in equations 21 and 22 must be chosen carefully to avoid the occurrence of
multiple magnetic axes which may destabilize the MHD-particle evolution
in MEGA leading to unreliable results. Furthermore, since the contribution
of the bulk plasma to the total pressure is about two orders of magnitude
lower compared to the energetic particle contribution, the bulk density and
temperature profiles do not change to that extent compared to the magnetic
field for 0 ≤ K ≤ Kmax. That is why, the focus of this study is on the signif-
icant modifications of the magnetic field configuration due to the presence of
the energetic particles.
The modified magnetic field computed in MEGA due to the evolution of
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the energetic electrons and the bulk plasma at global simulation step K is
fed back to GENRAY/CQL3D to obtain a new particle distribution function
at K = K + 1. In figure 7 the ray trajectories at different simulation steps
K are shown. Compared to the wave trajectories at K = 0 shown in figure
4a, the trajectories at K = 2 are already quite different since nearly all the
rays are deflected more strongly towards the outboard antenna leading to
multi-pass pattern with very low absorption. By progressing the simulation
to K = 5 and further to K = 7 it is observed that the ray trajectories are also
strongly deflected back to the outboard antenna after the first pass through
the plasma. In case of K = 5 the rays are still bundled after the first pass
showing very little diffraction and a very low absorption in the inboard region
of the plasma compared to the K = 0 case. In case of K = 7, the magnetic
field configuration is responsible to deflect the rays back to the outboard re-
gion showing a multi-pass pattern with rather randomized diffraction in the
entire poloidal plane. Compared to the case for K = 5, the scattering of the
rays is more pronounced, but a significant part of the absorbed LH-power
still occurs in the SOL and the walls. That is, for the simulation results
K > 2 one major difference compared to the initial solution is that the rays
only get gradually absorbed in regions near the boundary of the plasma after
several passes through the plasma instead of a desired single-pass absorption
which can be one reason for the degraded current drive efficiency.
By using the LH rays from GENRAY at each step K for the computation
of the current driven in CQL3D a converging trend can be observed which is
presented in figure 8. The radial distribution of the toroidal current density
jφ shown in figure 8a starts at K = 0 with values of about 1800 kA/m
2
at ρpol ≈ 0.45. With progressing K, the current density is reduced and its
peak shifts to ρpol ≈ 0.65, which corresponds to the GENRAY computed LH
ray diffraction behaviour shown in figure 7. A similar trend for the poloidal
current density jθ is observed in figure 8a, i.e., gradually reduced current
densities. Due to non-resonant collision a major part of the LH-power is ab-
sorbed in the SOL whereas in the core of the plasma Landau damping is the
dominant absorption mechanism. Note that the SOL and the core absorption
are comparable during 0 ≤ K ≤ Kmax, however, at K = Kmax the prompt
orbit losses computed by CQL3D seem to be considerably higher compared
to K = 0 which in turn also leads to a significantly lower plasma current.
In this study the focus of convergence was, among others, on the plasma
current value obtained from CQL3D since its convergence to a steady value
22













































Figure 8: Global evolution of the fluxed-surface-averaged (a) toroidal and (b) poloidal
current density profiles and (c) integrated current components computed by CQL3D for
































Figure 9: Distribution function as function of parallel velocity and radial position for
ξ = 0. The green dashed line shows the maximum particle speed applied for the particle
evolution in MEGA. (a) at K = 0, (b) at K = Kmax = 7.
as function of K also strongly depends on the evolution of the magnetic field
configuration and distribution function. The evolution of the integrated cur-
rent densities over K is shown in figure 8c. For K ≤ 1 the plasma current has
similar values as discussed in [26], i.e., Jφ ≈ 140 kA. However, after significant
reduction the plasma current reaches a converged constant value for K ≥ 3.
The residual values of the plasma currents drop by several orders of magni-











Note that the maximum value of the plasma current at K = Kmax is about
35 kA which is only a factor of 1.5 higher than the experimentally measured
value of about 25 kA.
The radial profiles of either jφ nor jθ collapse to a single distribution but
rather exhibit a substantial uncertainty in its peak value and location. This
is due to the sensitivity of the ray trajectories computed by GENRAY, and
although similar trends in the current density distribution are seen for K ≥ 3
in figure 8a, the ray trajectories and their diffraction/reflection behaviour
differ visibly. However, the impact of the different radial current density
distributions for K ≥ 3 on the integrated current is relatively small.
The resulting distribution function of the energetic electrons at pitch an-
gle ξ = 0 computed by CQL3D at K = Kmax is presented in figure 9 and
compared to the initial distribution at K = 0. As already discussed in figures
8a and 8b, the maximum driven current density is shifted outboard and its
24
value is reduced during the course of the simulation. These phenomena are
also observed in the distribution function peak in radial direction which was
significantly shifted to ρpol ≥ 0.6 and the energetic electron plateau ends at
lower velocities compared to the solution at K = 0.
After assessing the evolution and convergence of the plasma current com-
puted by CQL3D, the resulting distributions of the bulk plasma ion temper-
ature and ion density as well as the evolution of the radial current density
distribution computed by MEGA is discussed. In figures 10a and 10b the pro-
file of the bulk ion density and ion temperature at K = Kmax are presented.
The agreement of the numerical results with experimental values [24] is sat-
isfying. A more thorough analysis of the bulk plasma properties is, however,
beyond the scope of this paper and will be part of future work. In figure 10c
the evolution of the radial toroidal current density profile is shown. Similarly
to the current density profiles shown in figure 8a, the resulting peak of the
MEGA solution at K = 0 at R = 0.3 m roughly corresponds to ρpol ≈ 0.4,
also at K = 0. For the following steps K > 0 the current density peak
located on the inboard side is eventually converges to R ≈ 0.21 m which is
ρpol ≈ 0.6. Note that the CQL3D solution for K ≥ 3 being the initial so-
lution at N = 0 to MEGA is located further outboard compared to MEGA
at N = Nmax which means that the particle evolution in MEGA causes a
slight inboard shift of the current density profile. Furthermore, due to the
missing radial diffusion term and the zero-orbit approximation, the CQL3D
solution has zero current near the plasma center whereas the MEGA solu-
tion shows a finite plasma current near the magnetic axis due to the particle
evolution using drift-kinetic equations. Similar to the bulk plasma properties
the detailed evolution of energetic particles is part of the future work.
The plasma current and the corresponding residual as well as the resid-
uals of the magnetic flux function computed by MEGA are shown in figure
10d. Similar to figure 8c, the residuals of the plasma current drops by several
orders of magnitude when K reaches Kmax. Note that also the spatially aver-












drops by one-to-two orders of magnitude .
Finally, for K ≥ 4 the solutions obtained by the simulation environment
converge in terms of magnetic field configuration and current density profiles
obtained by MEGA and the evolution of the plasma current computed by
CQL3D. The ray trajectories computed by GENRAY are very susceptible to
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Figure 10: Radial profiles of (a) bulk ion density, (b) bulk ion temperature at K =
Kmax, toroidal current density (c), and evolution of plasma current and the residual
values of plasma current and magnetic flux function (d) computed by MEGA for the
global simulation step 0 ≤ K < Kmax
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the magnetic field configuration computed by MEGA. However, for K ≥ 3
the impact of these changes on the subsequent CQL3D computations is not
significant in terms of the integral plasma current.
5. Conclusions
In this study a hybrid simulation environment consisting of three different
codes was presented in detail to investigate the LH-driven plasma configura-
tions of the TST-2 spherical tokamak. The simulation environment used an
MHD-PIC approach called MEGA and a coupled ray-tracing/Fokker-Planck
solver GENRAY/CQL3D. MEGA is coupled to GENRAY/CQL3D in this
study via the distribution function of the energetic electrons and the mag-
netic field configuration. The time-step and grid-convergence study was an-
alyzed to find the optimum parameter for the MEGA code in this simulation
environment regarding computational efficiency whereas simulation param-
eter of GENRAY and CQL3D remained unchanged compared to previous
studies of the same TST-2 configuration.
The simulation environment was applied to a realistic LH-driven plasma
configuration. It was shown that by iterating the solutions of MEGA and
GENRAY/CQL3D, the initial plasma current computed by CQL3D decreased
from about 140 kA to about 35 kA, which is close to the experimentally mea-
sured value of about 25 kA. The main reason for the decreasing plasma cur-
rent is the updated equilibrium solution provided by MEGA. The updated
magnetic field configurations caused a significant change in ray-trajectory
topologies which led to reduced power absorption near the plasma center,
but increased absorption near the plasma boundary and orbit losses. Global
convergence was demonstrated by the integral plasma current evolution com-
puted by CQL3D and the radial current density profiles computed by MEGA
which were obtained after about 6 to 7 iterative cycles. A more detailed anal-
ysis regarding energetic particle orbit loss mechanisms, ray trajectories, etc.
of the LH-driven plasma obtained by the simulation environment will be
reported in a separate publication.
Because of the very small time step of the STSA approach, i.e., ∆t ≪
1/ωc,e, it would be theoretically possible in the future to introduce LH waves
into the computational domain of MEGA and compute the distribution func-
tion evolution using a Fokker-Planck approach in MEGA which would replace
the GENRAY/CQL3D part of the simulation environment. These recent re-
sults encourage the optimization of future antenna configuration to further
27
increase the efficiency of current drives using LH waves in spherical and con-
ventional tokamaks.
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